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GROUP ACTIONS ON ASPHERICAL ̂( W )-MANIFOLDS

WITH NONZERO EULER CHARACTERISTICS

HSU-TUNG KU

Abstract. By an aspherical /4A(/V)-manifold, we mean a compact manifold M

together with a map / from M into an aspherical complex N such that /*:

Hk(N\ Q) -> Hk{M; Q) is nontrivial. In this paper we study the fixed point set,

degree of symmetry, semisimple degree of symmetry and torus degree of symmetry

of M with the Euler characteristic of M nonzero.

Suppose Mm is a compact connected w-manifold. The degree of symmetry NT(M)

(resp. semisimple degree of symmetry N^(M), and torus degree of symmetry Tt(M)) is

defined as the supremum of the dimensions of all compact Lie (resp. compact

semisimple Lie, and torus) groups which can act effectively on M. Following [10], we

shall say that M is an aspherical Ak(N)-manifold, k a nonnegative integer, if A^ is an

aspherical complex and there exists a continuous map /: M -> N such that /* :

Hk(N; Q) -* Hk(M; Q) is nontrivial. We shall always assume that tt\(N) is torsion-

free. For an aspherical Ak( Nj-manifold M, it is known that (cf. [6, 10, 14])

(1) Nj.(M)<(m-k+l),

and

(2) NT(M)*ik+ (m-k+ 1),

where (s) denotes dim SO(s).

Throughout this paper, the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact supports

will be used.

In this paper we shall study the aspherical ^¿.(A^-manifold M with nonzero Euler

characteristic x( X). For instance, under this hypothesis, (2) can be improved as

(3) NT(M)<(m-k+l).

The estimate (3) also holds in case N is a Riemannian manifold of negative curvature

(see [6, 10, 14]) if k > 1.

Theorem 1. Let f: M -* N be an aspherical A k(N)-manifold.

(a) // a torus group G acts on M with fixed point set F nonempty, then at least one

component of F is an aspherical cohomology Ak(N)-manifold.

(b)Ifx(X)^0,then

(4) T,(M)<[(m-k)/2],
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and

(5) NT(M) *£ (m - k + 1),

where [s] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to s.

Proof, (a) Let F = Uj=, F] and./; = f\ F¡. Fj - TV. By the Smith theory [1], each F}

is a cohomology manifold. Suppose that

f*:Hk{N;Q)-^Hk{FJ;Q)

is trivial for all/ = 1,... ,s. We shall get a contradiction. Let x E F and /': G -» M be

the orbit map defined by i(g) = gx. As /'„^.(G) = 0, it follows from [6] that

irx(M/G) = tt](M)/H, where H is a normal subgroup of ttx(M) generated by

elements of finite order. Hence if it: M -» M/G is the natural projection we have

Kerj^: 77,(M) -> ff,(M/G)} C Ker{/,: tt,(M) - ir,(2V)}.

Thus, there exists a map /¡: M/G -* TV such that /z77 is homotopic to/by [6]. Let g:

F -* M/G and /?: F -» M be inclusions. It is easy to see that </*/!* = p*ir*h* = /?*/*

= 2*=, jÇ* = 0 in degree k. Hence if z e /•?*(#; Q) be such that/*(z) = z ^ 0, then

q*h*(z) = 0. From the exact cohomology sequence of the pair (M/G, F), there

exists z' E Hk((M — F)/G; Q) such thaty'*(z') = h*(z), where j' is an inclusion.

Consider the following commutative diagram

Si
#S(^ ß) <—- hg(m> ö)

tf*(M/G; ß)

*
77

#fc(M; ö)

//¿(M - F; ß)

Vr.
W*^;ß

-//"(M - F; Q)

where 77, is induced by natural projection and i inclusion. It follows that

1jij(j*TT*z') = 0 and i*(j*w*z') — z. Hence j*mfz' is H*(BC; (?)-free. This con-

tradicts to the following Borel Localization Theorem [7] :

2 S-U*:S-lH^(M;Q) s S~lH*{F; Q),

;=i

: X(M) ^0, the

dimf)/2]  but

where S = H*(BC; Q) - {0}.

(b) Let G be a torus group acting effectively on M. Since x(^)

fixed point set F is not empty.  Hence by [8], dim G «s [( m ■

dim F > k by (a). The result (4) follows.

To prove (5), let G be a compact connected Lie group acting effectively on M and

dim G =.NT(M). Expressed G as G = (Ts ® S)/N, where Ts is a torus group of

rank s, S semisimple and N a finite normal subgroup. According to (1) we have

dim 5 < (m- k + 1). Let r = rank S. By (4), we get s + r < [(m - k)/2). Hence

(6) dimG<[(m-k)/2] - r+dimS.

We shall divide the proof into three cases.
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Case 1. r = 0. Then dimG = s « \(m - k)/2] «£ (m - k + 1).

Case 2. r > 0, and dim S = (m — k + \). In this case it can be shown (cf. [9])

that S is locally isomorphic to SO(m — k + 1), hence

s + r = s +[(m - k + l)/2] <[(m - k)/l\.

It follows that 5 = 0.

Case 3. r > 0, and dim S < (m — k + 1).

Let 5(x) be a principal orbit. We know that dim S(x) ^ m — k (cf. [6, 10]). Let

S(x) if dim S(x) = m — k,

W= ■ S{x)X Sm~k-dimS(x)     with 5 acting trivially on

5»>-*-dimS(x)if dimStx) <m - k.

Consider the action of S on W. By gap theorem [12], we have

(7) dimS« (m - k)+ 1

with the following three exceptions:

(i) m - k = 4, FK « CF2, and 5 « S£/(3);

(ii) m - A: = 6, W « S6 or FF6, and S « G2;

(iii) m - k = 10, W « CP5, and 5 « SU(6).lt follows from (6) and (7) that

dimG« (m - k)/2 - r + (m - k)+ 1

<(m - A:)2/2< (m - k + l).

This also holds for the three exceptional cases. For instance, (ii) will imply that

dimG«3 - 2 + 14 < (7)= 21.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 1. Let M be an aspherical Ak(N)-manifold with x(M ) ¥= 0.

(a) //k = m, or m — 1, then NT(M) = 0.

(b) Ifk = m-2 andx(M) odd, then NT(M)^ 1.

(c)Ifk = m- 3, then NT(M) « 3.

Proof. It suffices to show (b). As in [9], if NT(M) = 3, we can show that M is

homeomorphic to S2 XZ^F, F an aspherical /4m_2(/V)-manifold. It follows that

X(M) = 2X(F).
As an immediate corollary to Corollary 1 we have

Corollary 2. Let M be a closed connected oriented manifold and Mt a closed

aspherical Ak(N)-manifold and x( M) + x(^,) ^ 2.

(a) If k — m,or m — 1, then NT(M#M]) = 0.

(b) Ifk = m- 2, andxiM) + x(M,) is odd, then NT(M#M]) « 1.

(c) Ifk = m- 3, NT(M#MX) « 3.

Theorem 1(a) was proved in [10] for the case of smooth action and Pontrjagin

number of / nonzero. Corollary 1(a) for M = N and / the identity was proved by

Conner and Montgomery in [4] (cf. [5]). The special case of Corollary 2(a) for

M, = Tm was verified in [3, 9, 13]. Corollary 1(c) is a generalization of [9, Corollary

3.11].
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From the proof of Theorem 1(a), we also obtain the following

Corollary 3. Let L be a torsion-free group. Let G be a torus group acting on a

compact connected manifold M with nonempty fixed point set. Then the projection it:

M -» M/ G induces surjection

77*: H\M/G; L) - H\M; L).

For L — Q, this corollary was proved in [2].

For a compact connected manifold M with 7r,(Af ) torsion-free, it has a natural

Ak(M) structure, where k is the aspherical index a(M) of M which is defined as

follows. Let /: M -» K(m{(M), 1) be a classifying map and a(M) be the largest

integer k such that /*: Hk(K(trl(M), 1); Q) -* Hk(M; Q) is nontrivial. For exam-

ples, a(Sm~k X Tk) = k and a(M) — m if M is a closed oriented aspherical

m-manifold.

From (1), (2) and Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 2. Let M be a compact connected m-manifold. Then

(a)TVf(AO« (m ~ a(M)+ 1>.
(b) NT(M) < a(M) + <m - a(M) + 1).

(c) // a torus G acts on M with nonempty fixed point set F, then at least one

component of F, say F0, satisfies Ha(M)(F0; Q) ^ 0.

(d) Ifx(M; Q) ¥= 0, then

Tt{M) <[(m - a(M))/2]    and   NT(M) < (m - a(M) + l).

Similarly, we also have results corresponding to both Corollary 1 and Corollary 2.
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